
YOU HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO VISIT

TOEFL Preference Essay: You have an opportunity to visit a foreign country for two weeks. Which country would you
like to visit?.

You probably won't get something like this on the real test. Once I visit that place my next stop will be the
Grand Canyon, it will be amazing to see the sunrise through those big orange mountains. I remember that
when I traveled across that country several years I was struck by how many different natural environments I
was able to experience. It is built in pure white marble by Emperor Shah Jahan in the memory of his beloved
wife Mumtaj Mahal. Hope that helps!! I like to visit many foreign countries like Italy, Germany, China and
etc, but in my view if I should choose just one foreign country, I definitely want to visit Australia. I recall that
when I traveled to Japan during my last summer vacation I felt connected to the Japanese people when I
visited a local sushi restaurant. With this visit, I have opportunity to choose the best university and professor,
to pursue my study in computer science. What makes me think this? There are lots of historical places in India
that I can visit. If I ever get such an opportunity then I would definitely visit India. Which country would you
like to visit? Hi, well if I had the opportunity to visit a foreign country I would choose the United States. In my
opinion, London is not just the capital of the United Kingdom, but a wonderful city worthy to visit. Well
whatever is happening or going on there I prefer not to get into too much detail. Vaya has made some very
important points, and I'd like to point out another very important one. You have the opportunity to visit a
foreign country. Well, moving on from that place, we will head to New York, I heard that one of the main
tourist attractions is the Statue of Liberty, it will be great if we get to go to the top of that statue and see New
York from up high. I would definitely like to visit places in Delhi, Jaipur and Agra specially. If this is the case,
you should say so in your essay. I feel that eating the food of a place is another excellent way to really get in
touch with a society. Essay topics: You have the opportunity to visit a foreign country for two weeks. I am
confident that I could have a similar experience in Peru, and since that country is much smaller I would have
an easier and more affordable vacation. Few countries offer easier access to such a plethora of natural
wonders. I often listen to the musical, The Phantom of the Opera, on the radio and dream that I could go to the
theater to take pleasure in the musical.


